Create no evil? A call to cross ethical boundaries
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Abstract:
In order to better inform the public of the potential risks involved in neurotechnology, we call upon the
community to explicitly demonstrate such risks. By doing so in a carefully controlled environment, we
can safely identify the ethical boundaries that neurotechnology could potentially, but should not, cross.
This can also reveal the conditions under which society would, or would not, adopt consumer
neurotechnology.
Body:
Neurotechnology appears to currently be at the cusp of societal adoption, with increasing commercial
interest in direct-to-consumer hard- and software (Ienca et al., 2018) and general popular interest due to
widely publicised results (Musk & Neuralink, 2019). Today, applications of neuroergonomics allow brain
activity to be analysed in real time in the workplace (Parasuraman & Rizzo, 2007), and similar approaches
are being pursued for everyday situations (Zander & Krol, 2017). At the same time, experts know that
there are a number of potential ethical, legal, and societal risks associated with this technology.
Consumer devices with access to their users' brain activity can engender serious issues relating to privacy
(Mecacci & Haselager, 2019), data ownership (Fairclough, 2014), human agency (Haselager, 2013),
cognitive liberty (Sententia, 2004), and even fundamental human rights (Ienca & Andorno, 2017).
We believe that, for a successful, enduring, and societally beneficial uptake of neurotechnology by the
general population, this population must be able to have an informed discussion about both the possible
benefits and the possible risks. There are a number of ways in which we, scientists, researchers, and
developers, can help and support this process. In particular, whereas research generally focuses on
demonstrating what is or will be possible, we would here like to argue for a change of perspective: we
may also deliberately try to demonstrate applications of neurotechnology that ought not to be possible.
The field of human-computer interaction has long been aware of the societal and ethical implications of
its work, and has called for active engagement in order to tackle perceived societal problems
(Hochheiser & Lazar, 2007). One approach we may adopt is value-sensitive design (Friedman et al.,
2013). This approach encourages designers to use a tripartite methodology involving conceptual,
empirical, and technological investigations. For example, conceptually, we may identify and define
specific relevant societal values. This can be done by cooperating with colleagues from social sciences
and humanities, and reaching out to communities. Empirically, we may gather data of user behaviour
with respect to those values, and/or of how technology has previously influenced or interacted with
those values. Technologically, we may then consider how or to what extent neurotechnology can be
used to support, or indeed violate, those values.
In fact, we here propose that the community take it one step further, and experimentally demonstrate
how, exactly, neurotechnology may violate societal values. Whereas previous neuroethical discussions
have largely been about possible, future risks, the existence of a demonstrator would ideally remove any
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doubt that the risk is not merely theoretical. This will also make it easier to communicate specific
findings, and make the issue more tangible to the public. For example, what better way to demonstrate
the risks of cognitive probing (Krol et al., 2020) than by building a demonstrator that does the exact thing
a user wouldn't want it to do? Similarly, our earlier demonstration of implicit cursor control (Zander et
al., 2016) shows not only how neuroadaptive technology can lead to effortless, goal-oriented interaction,
but also how this same technology can be abused by computers to obtain access to our preferences
without us being aware of this happening. The public should be explicitly informed about both sides of
this coin.
To be clear, we are suggesting to identify and then explicitly violate societal values—but in a careful,
controlled manner that maximises the resulting information content for public discourse. By
experimentally demonstrating relevant risks in isolated, safe environments, we may firstly prevent these
risks from reaching the public at large—or at least place the public in a position of being sufficiently
informed to accept the risks. Secondly, once any such risks have been established, we will be in a better
position to develop safeguards and protections against them.
Such research must of course adhere to strict guidelines. A full ethical review will be required before any
data is collected, and participants must, at the very least, be given a full debriefing explaining what they
were subjected to, for what reason, and what happens next with their data.
This call to action can also be seen as echoing Haselager et al.’s (2021) plea for an experimental
philosophy of neurotechnology. They suggest that neurotechnology can be used to deliberately ‘confuse’
certain human concepts such as agency, and can thus be used to experimentally investigate the relevant
dimensions. This is one approach that could simultaneously be used to establish risks and ethical
boundaries.
The recommendations made by the OECD concerning the responsible use of neurotechnology (OECD,
2019) call upon us to ‘First and foremost, promote beneficial applications of neurotechnology’, and to
prevent adverse applications. Our current suggestion may appear contradictory to these
recommendations. However, the OECD also calls upon us to anticipate potential misuse, enable societal
deliberation, and foster communication that ‘avoids hype, overstatement, and unfounded conclusions,
both positive and negative’. We believe these latter points are best addressed by creating explicit
examples of neurotechnology that can objectively demonstrate what is possible—especially when what
is possible may not be desirable.
In short, in this conference contribution, we propose a future direction of research that explicitly tries to
‘create evil’. In the laboratory, we can do this in a safe and controlled manner to demonstrate the risks of
neurotechnology before they are demonstrated in the wild. This research seeks to inform the public, and
as such, serves to prevent neurotechnology that unduly affects societal values. Ultimately, this will allow
consumers and markets to identify and weed out applications that are unsafe or undesirable, giving
greater chances to those that are not. In this way, we hope neurotechnology will be better guided to
truly support and benefit society.
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